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**Title word cross-reference**

#3 [Her99].

+ [Tex82]. 0 [Tee94]. 1 [Bab27d, Bab31c, Bab15]. $10.95 [Wim83a].
$1000M [Ano84b]. 108 000 [Bab31c, Bab15]. 108000 [Bab27d]. 129 [Ano93a].
$25 [O’H82, Yon75]. $25.00 [Hym78]. $26.50 [Enr80]. $27.95 [L.90]. $28
[Hum96]. $29.95 [Por01]. 3 [EW91, HL93]. $3.95 [LY79]. $32.95 [Ano98].
$35.00 [Ano91d]. $37.50 [Ano91d]. $45.00 [Ano91d]. 653 [CH97]. $7.90
[You82b]. $75.00 [Wol08]. $9.95 [Par89]. 1 [TS85]. 3 [Ano89d]. *me [Kno88].
Ada [Bro80]. A³ [Alb05]: = [Tex82]. N [RSC93]. q [And99a, And99b].

* [Bie85a].
Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano90d, Ano91a, Ano93b, Ano93a, Ano93f, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano97b, Ano11a, Ano15, Ard87, AH+97, A+85, Aus07, BM91, BJS93, BBCS96, Bak83, Bak88, BG95, Bal97, Bar96a, BF85, Bar87a, Bar94, Bar97, Bar98, Bar14, BM86, Bas87]. **Ada**

BMM96, BB95, Bau86, Bau91, BJL92, BBB+92, Bel97, Bel97, Bel80, BBH80, BA98, BA99, Bie85b, BB98a, BAP87, Bis90, Bis85, BO80, BST98, BLB96, BB98b, Blu88, BMH+82, Boo83, Boo87, Bor95, Bra00, Bra84, Bra96, Bre80, Bri84, BLM90, Bro89a, Bro89d, Bro89b, Bro80, Bro92a, BEE92, Bro96a, Bro97, Bro03a, BW03b, Bro95, Bro84, Bro96b, BMC00, Bru84, BMI93, BGD90, Bum96, Bur85, BR86, BLW87, BW96, BW01, BW04, BW07, BK87, CC86, Car97, CS98, CCO11, Cel96, CDF+83, CA14a, Cha85, CJKK87, CT94a, CXZY02, CXZY02, CU91, CU96, C96, C91, CL90, CWW80, CS85, CMM85, Coh81, Col93, Con86, Con88, CB94, CDC97, Cor96, CH80, CVL84, CSM96, Cra00, CW+96, CP96, Cul07, Cur91, CS91, CHR+02, DX99, DS92, DPCC96]. **Ada**

DR96, Daw88, De 96, DAA96, DT91, DD87, DAF+88, DFS+80, DHG92, Dil90b, Dil90a, Dil91, Dil93, DM87, DRF97, DPC95, DG80, DG82, DS92, DBP92, DH80, ECM97, EOAm94, EOM95, EL87, ERB12, EW91, EST86, Elw75, EMM95, EMM98, Erd92, EMO91, EGC02, Ess14a, Ess14b, EP85, EMB+99, Fam00, FMP12, FT96, FM89, FL90, Fel90, FK93, FK96a, Fel97, FK99, FG84, Flo16, FKR86, FSO89, FM87, Fra97, Fre96, FFT+03, FF03b

Emb90, GN93, GN97, Gal91, GM89, GKB86, GVIV12, GKM96, Gar86, Gan93b, Gan93a, GBO87, GSX99, Geh82, Geh83, Geh84a, Geh84b, GC84, Geh87, GR88, Geh89, Ger84, GMB93, GTB91, Gil86, Gil96, GTG92, GBdIHQCG98, GG97, GRGG98, Goo80, Gre86, GS10, Gro92, GMP90, GMAA97, CS85, HP83, HP98]. **Ada**


LvLS84, L+87, Lum89, Lum90, Lum91, Lum92, Lut98, Lyo87, LF90, Mac80, Mad96, Mag17, Mah81, MZGT85, Man92, MDPM89, MR91, MD92, May83, Mc92, MCD+94, MSH11, MA89, Mc82, MG92, MG91, MB96, MMH87, MP90, MAAG96, MGM+02, Mit83a, Mit83b, Mit83c, Mit83d, Mit87, MWR98, Mof81, Mol96, Moo77b, Moo77a, Moo95, Mor13, MH97, Mor81, Mos90, MSS89, Nai89, Nar91, NF96, NB84, Nic80, NS87c, NS88, NC90, NU89, OB80, OBM96, OCM+84, Orm86, OC96, Owe87, Owe89, PV12, PCEC96, Per89, Pi92, PC8+82a, P8+82b, Pri84, PW92, Py85, QPEUR+12, RZ8+88, Rad90, RSC93, Ra92, REC96, Re85, RF96, RAH+01,
RH01, RH02, REMCS81, Rog84, RW00, Rom98, Roo89, Ros92, RLHS80, Ros85, Ros91, Ros96, Rub82, RCM12, Sag87.
Ada
[Sai85, Sam86, SvA98, San94, San99a, San99b, Sav81, Sca94, Sch82, SR85a, SR85b, Sch86a, Sch86b, SH89, Sch90, SKL88, ST86, Sen92, SC88, Sha88, SMBT87, STMD96, SC94, SHTL80, Shu89a, Shu88, SII92a, SII91, Ska88, Ska94a, Ska95, Ska97, Ska98, Ska99b, Ska82, SK83, Sma96, SMB83, Sme85, Smy97, SM89, SG91, Spi83, SKW96, Srl94, ST94, S+85, SM91, Ste85, SBR84, Stexx, SFGT81, Ste80, Swa81, Ta87, TD85, Ta96a, Ta96b, TD87, T+00, TDB+06, Taf87, TCO91, TE87, Tan90, Tem86, TN92, TDB90, Tok91, TO89, Tom89, Ton98, Too91, Too92, Too95, Too96, Tou87, Tou94, Tou96, Uni83, UA83a, UA83c, Uni81, UA83b, U.97, VK88, VM87, VMBK89, VKT91, Wad94, WS80, Wal84b, WW94, Wal91, WC96, WA02, War86, Wat94.
Ada [WWF87, Wao92, WF97, Weg80, WHD86, WMS+99, Wei03, WB96, WB97, WB97, WJS+00, Wet81, Wic84, Wic84b, WP84, WIL06a, Win98, Win99, Witt90, Wol91, WOK95, Yeu97, You83, YTL+95, Zar88, dVdV95, vV84, vdLN81, Ano83c, Ano84d, Ano93c, Mer84, Wal83, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano87h, Ano87m, Ano87p, Ano87r, Ano87n, Ano87u, Ano87v, Ano88b, Ano90a, Ano98, Aug95, Bud88, Her85, Mea87, Nio86, Pyt88, Tug83, Tug84, Wal84a, Wie88, Wim83a, Wim83b, Ano83b, Lla93, Mee92, Ano82c, Ano82b, Ano86b, Ano87e, Ano87g, Bus96, Har78, Her87, Hym87, Mar79, Mar88, Par89, Ped88, Tee87].
Ada-95 [GSX99]. Ada-9X [GTG92].
ADA-based [Ros86, LHSV84, JSV97, Bor95, CL90, DX99, Owa89].
Ada-CCM [MDPM08]. Ada-compiler [vJK87]. ADA-Europe [BS02, Ak87, Alv89, Asp98, Chr91, CS01, Gau93b, GdIP99, HB97, Hei88, Vk92, Kv08, Kk09, Ls04, Ph06, PK00, Rv10, Rv11, Rs03, Ta87, Vv05, Gau93b, HD99].
Ada-like [CT94a, JYCM94, Ree85].
Ada-Lovelace-Projekt [Min00]. Ada-Lovelace-Projekts [QPEUR+12].
Ada-Lovelace-Schriftenreihe [Ano11a]. Ada-Mentoring [Ano11b].
Addison-Wesley [Ano87v, Ano87d, Bud88, Pyt88, vdL84]. Additional [Bb43a, OC96]. Additional [BL896]. Addressed [Bab56b, Bab69, Bab56c, Bab89g]. addressing [Bba85, Ano87h]. ADSS [BR66]. Adelle [OLCJ91]. administration [Jp890]. Admiral [Fra93]. ADTEST [GN97]. advanced [GSX99, Geh83, Geh84a, Geh89, HP89, ST84, TS85]. Advancement [MT81].
Advancing [IEE86a]. Advantage
Announced [Coc02]. Annual [ACM91b, ACM93c, ACM94a, ACM94b, Ano87x, Ano90c, Ano93g, Ano94, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Dod00, Gic09, IEE89, Ada82, Swa11]. Annuities [Far64].

anomalous [Fra01]. Anon. [Ano87r]. ANS
[IEE99b, Ada83, Ano87x, Ano11, Ano90c, Ano93g, Ano94, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Dod00, Gic09, IEE89, Ada82, Swa11]. Annuities [Far64].

anomalous [Fra01]. Anon. [Ano87r]. ANSI
[IEE99b, Ada83, Ano87x, Ano90c, Ano93g, Ano94, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Dod00, Gic09, IEE89, Ada82, Swa11]. Annuities [Far64].

APL [Fra84, Fra85, Bro86, Vam85, Wil86, Wor87]. Apparatus [Ric39].

approximate [GV94]. appear [Ano81b]. Appelbe [Ano87m]. appendix [BR89, Byr38, CK89q, CK89r]. appertain [Byr38]. Apple [CW91].

Application [Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab22d, Bab23a, Bab29d, BYY87, Bro96b, Ehr90, GGP97, GV94, IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO99a]. Application-Defined [RH02]. Application-Level [GGP97]. Applications [ASM88, Ano88d, CW04, GTB91, Gli96, GRGG98, GMAA97, HRGG98, IEE86b, KD08, Kro98a, LM92, MSH11, MAACG96, NMH9+02, PV02, RF96, RH01, Ros91, Ros96, WVC9+01, ACM94a, ACM94b, Bar87b, BB95, Cat81, CMM85, DHH0, JPMAB00, JpJ90, PHB20, Sch88, Whi89]. applied [Ano87s, DG87]. appointed [Mer82, Sto55, Wro56]. appointment [Ric97].

appraisal [HMR17b]. Approach [Bro84, CK96, CSM96, Cur91, CHR9+02, Dil91, FMP12, GBdHQCGB98, Li95, LM84, Sca94, dVdV95, ACD9+87, Ano97a, Bei97, Bis85, Car96, CGF9+13, Cul91, Cul97, FK96b, Joh92, LAH94, Mur91, RW00, SC97, Boo89, Ano84c].


Ardo [Ano87l]. area [Bur88, WY88]. Argenteuil [GW94]. ARINC [CH97]. aristocracy [Lew95]. Arithmetic [BEE92, Fig00, Ano82b, Vio93]. Arlettte [Mah78]. Arlington [ACM82]. Array [CPD93]. Art [Bab32b, Bab32a, Bab33a, Bab55b, Bab56e, Bab60a, EM+99, Sus11, CH02]. Artava [Ano93c]. Arthur [Asp07, Mis07, WWP92]. Article [Ano82f, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano82b, Ano84c, Ano85b, Ano86d, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87, Ano87l, Ano87j, Ano870, Ano87c, Ano87q, Ano87i, Ano87h, Ano87m, Ano87p, Ano87r, Ano87d, Ano87f, Ano87k, Ano87g, Ano87n, Ano88a, Ano90a, Ano91b, Ano93c].

August [Ano86c]. Augusta [Lee00, SBK04, Elw75, Mit83a, Mit83b, Mit83d, Rap87]. Augustin [GW94]. Augustin-Louis [GW94]. Augustus [Ric97]. Ausbildung [OPEUR +12]. ausgewählte [Dot96]. Australasia [Tee83a]. Australia [Tee82]. Austria [BS02]. Author [Arc47]. authors [Bro66]. Autobiografia [Seg08, BV07]. autobiography [Bab91a, BV07]. automata [Sav81].

Automate [Dot96]. Automated [Bul08, Luq90, BST98, Hei96, SC88].

Automatic [DHGR92, DM87, DMM88, DMM90, Fra97, GT80, Hus90, IE86a, Kro98b, NB84, NM91, Swa10, HP16, Jon91, Mar25, Mar86, Sav80, Com47, MT82].


avantages [Bab34g]. Avionic [Ros91]. Avoidance [LM92]. AVR32 [GS10].

Avril [Kno88]. award [Bel84, Ano17, Coc02]. awards [Bel84].

Axioms [BM82, Ano82d].

B [Ano86b, Ano87m, Ano88a, BRG +87, BHB +89, Mer82, ERB12, IEE86a].

B-5000 [BBH +89]. Babbage [All91, Ano26, Ano71a, Ano33, Ano80b, Ano90b, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano00, Ano17, Ash02, Asp82, AB86, AFB +89, Asp07, Ben16, Ber92b, Bla91, Bo062, Bow15, BCKS +83, Bro86, BHW +90, Bül88, BH88, Cal68, CK92, CK01b, CK01c, Can66, Car69, CW91, Cro04a, Cro04b, Dot97, Fin52, Ear88, Fuh91, For75, Fra63, Gre06, GG92a, Gu80, Gu81, Her31a, Her57, Hil85, Hor09, Hym87, Lee95, MN88, MS07, O'B93, O'D85a, O'H82, O'N91, Ogb65, OS65, Pan63, Ric83, Schxx, Seg08, Sei95, Sie95, Sib95, Smi83, SBET85, SHH81, Tro84, Tew89b, Tew91, Tew92, Tew93, Ugl96, Van85, W.62, W.86, Wil64, Wil00c,

C [Alb85, Ano85c, Ano86e, Ano87k, CW91, Mer84, Mer82, Mos86, Sev13, Tew91, Wim83b, You82a, Ano89d, BASS96, Car97, FG84, GR88, Hei96, Joh97, MÈ78, MO94, PCBE96, Rel89b, Wil06a, dVdV95]. C. [All84, Bab35a, BCKS+83, Mac83, VBCC83]. C.N.E.S [Lau96]. C36 [Ano87q]. CA [Ass83]. CACI [Kro98a]. CAI [Kro98b]. Cairnes [O'B93]. CAIS [Obe88]. calcolatrici [Tri72]. calcolo [Los72]. calcul [Mos83, d'O86]. Calculated [SS57]. Calculating [Air56, ASS87, Bab22b, Bab23b, Bab37c, Bab49, Bab10c, Boo62, Bro87, Eri92, Fra63, Har84, Her31a, Lar34, Mad86, Mar88, Mar25, Mar86, MKW92, Nic43a, Nic43b, O'H82, O'N91, Ste89a, Ste88, Sto55, Tom02, Tew93, W.62, Wil84, Wro56, Ash94, Bab34b, Bab35e, Bab55f, Bab89b, Bab89c, Bab89g, Bab89, Bar72, Bau86, Bro85, Col71, Col90, Dot96, Jon91, Lar89, MM61a, OLCJ91, Pan63, Swa91c, Bab82a, Mar25, Mar86]. Calculation [Bab22c, CW91, Hor82, Hum85, Jer89, Mos83, Woo99, d'O86]. Calculations [DPC95, Byr38, LN93]. Calculator [McC97, Mer77, MM61b, Par96, Com47].
Calculators [Thi00]. calculator [Bab35e, Bab55f]. Calculus [Bab15, Bab16a, Bab17c, Bab17d, BHP20, Bab22e, Bab30a, Bab30c, LaC16, PHB20, Win98].

California [Ano03b, Lla93, BU84]. Callett [Bry38]. calumnies [She54, She60]. Cambridge [Ano91d, Ano98, CK89a, Enr80, GG92a, Hoo92, Lee92, Mea87, Par89, Por01, Sec88, Twe91, Twe92, Twe93, Wic84a, Wol08, Yon75, BBKC32, Coo05, HM02, Wil90]. can [Wil75]. Cameraw [ZGMK07].

Campbell [Hum96, Twe89a, Twe89b, Sib95]. Campbell-Kelly [Hum96, Twe89a, Twe89b, Sib95]. Can [EMN98, Mor81, Rad09, Ano11a].

Canada [ACM84]. Capabilities [JSV97, Ano82f]. Capability [BEE92, Goo80]. Capri [HM87, MH87]. Capsule [BCKS+83, SBET85, VBCC83, ZT86]. Card [CW91, Eck40, Eck84]. carry [Mar25, Mar86]. cartoonist [Pad17]. Case [AB88, Boo89, PW92, RCM12, VGlP01, Ano86c, Bhn88, Bre80, SW94, VKT91, Kro98a, SL91]. Cass [Car69]. casting [Bar71]. casts [Mos86]. Catalogue [Ano90]. catcher [Jon91]. Cauchy [GW94]. caught [BW00, Wil00b]. Causes [Bab30i, Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab57, Bab47a, BM70, BR89, CK89q, CK89r]. Cayley [Mer82]. CBQ [Gri06]. CCM [MDPM08]. CCS [HL83]. CE [Kro98b]. Celebrate [Ano82j]. Celebrating [Ano15]. Celebration [Flo16, Hor82, OLCJ91]. census [Sco05]. Center [ACM90, Ano88d, IEE86a, Kro98a, Lau96, WSC+88, OLCJ91]. centred [CT94b]. Centuries [Car69]. Century [Ano00, AFB+89, CW91, MN88, Yon75, Ali86, Cla03, Fre03, Gre06, Gra94, Gre01, GST01, Her88, Lew95, Mac19, Hum96]. Certain [Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab47a, Ben16, Rit16]. CGI [ISO94c]. Ch [Bab35e]. Ch. [Bdl80]. Chadwick [O'B93]. chaining [FK96b]. chair [Ric97]. Challenge [TN92]. Chance [Bar21, Bab53]. Chancrin [Mah78]. Chandrasekar [Ano91b]. chang [Yon75]. Change [De 06, Ano90a, Rus87]. changed [Cha12, Sny11]. Changes [RAH+01, Ano93f, Bar96b]. channels [Re90, Schxx]. Chapman [Mee92]. chapter [Bab64a, Wei89]. character [Wil91c]. characterisations [FW91]. Characters [Bab30j]. Charles [Ano82j, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano00, Ano17, AB86, Bey79a, Bey79b, Bla91, Boo62, BHW+90, Bii88, Cal68, CK89a, CK92, CK01b, Can66, Car69, CSW90, CW91, Cro04a, Cro04b, Enr78, Enr80, Enr88, Fali91, Fra63, GG79b, Grl78, Gul81, Hl79, Hor09, HG79, Ken79, Kirxx, MN88, Men43, O'B93, O'H82, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65, Rog57, Ros90, Swa91a, Tew89a, Tew89b, Tew91, Tew92, Tew93, VBCC83, All91, Ano71a, Ano71b, Ano71c, Ano33, Ano34, Ano80b, Ano82h, Ano90b, Ano91f, Ano91e, Ash96, Ash02, Aps07, BBKC32, Bab56c, Bab89b, BR89, BH89, BCKR98, Bab91b, Bab91a, Bab97, Bab10c, Bar71, Bar72, Boc93, Bro82, Bro85, Bro98, Bro92b, Bul68, Bul71, Bul68, BH88, CK88, CK89b, CK89e, CK89h, CK89i]. Charles [CK89j, CK89k, CK89l, CK89m, CK89n, CK89o, CK89p, CK89q, CK89r, CK89s, CK89t, CK89v, CK89w, CK94, CK00, CK01a, CK01c, Cha01, Cla03, Col71, Col80, CM98, De 06, Dij86, Dod74, Dod00, Dob98, Don92, Dub78, DR92a, DR92b, EEM+05, Edi92, Fin52, Gar69, GP08, Goo02, GG92b, Gre01,
Charles [Swa91d, Swa93, Swa96, Swa00a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, Swa05, Swa10, Swa13, Tay92, Tee82, Tee83a, Tee84, Tee86, Tee94, Tom02, Tri72, Tur91, Van80, Wil92a, Wil92b, Wil00a, Wil02, Wil80, Wil81b, WSC+88, Wil98, WB76, Ynt77, Asp82, Boo62, Fra63, Hil85, O’D85a, Pan63, Sib95, Smi83, Tro84, W.62, W.86, Wil64].

Charlz [AM`E81].

Charrette [RLHS80].

Chas. [Bab69].

Chatto [Twe89b].

Checking [FMP12, Th´e90].

Chess [Bab17a].

Chicago [Alb05].

Chichester [Ano83b, Nie86, Wal83].

CHILL [All84, Mer84, Wim83b, SMB83, Sme85].

Ch’in [Yon75]. China [LY79]. Chinese [LY79, Yon75], chiu [Yon75].

chiu-chang [Yon75]. Chiu-Shao [Yon75]. choice [Alv89, Chr91, Ano86b].


Circle [Bab16b, Jar03]. Circuit [CW91]. Circumstances [Bab29c, Nic43a, Nic43b]. Circus [CCO11, OC08]. Civil [Bab56c, Sav81].

Class [Bab26e, Rom99]. Classes [Bab19b, Bab30h]. Classic [Ano30].


Clement [Rob93, WWCP92, Wil92b]. Client [Bre96, Hei96, Kro98a, PCBE96, TC04].

Client-Server [Bre96, Hei96, Kro98a]. client-side [TC04]. Cliffe [O’B93].

Clifford [Mer82]. Cliffs [All84, Ano81c, Aug95, Ped88]. clippings [Bab51d].

Clocks [GRGG98, HRGG98]. CLOG [NB84]. closed [DO02]. club [Sny11, WMS+89].

cluster [TC04]. co [Ano91d]. co-published [Ano91d].

COBOL [Rel89b, Rel89a]. COCOMO [Fal07]. Code [Ano97b, Bab97, DSD92, Hei96, Int96, KRS01, PV12, RC12, Sca94, TDB92, Bra84, CCD91, CCD93, HP16, SHLR80, Sin99, AAG+00]. Codebreaker [Pin06]. Codes [BM91, SBET85, Pin06]. codesign [Tem94]. coding [AI85].

coefficient [And99a, And99b]. Cognitive [Sca94, Gre01]. Cogwheel [Ano00, CK01b, Cro04a, Cro04b, Swa00a, Swa01a, Wil00a]. Cohen [Her87].

cohesion [Dha95]. collaboration [KT99].

Collection [ABS6, BM23, Bab32a, Bab33a, Bab10c, All91, Ano91e, Bab32h, Bab35b, Bab56e, Bab89b, Bab82c, PHB20]. Collections [BEG+87, Mah78].


Colorado [USE86b]. colored [SBM94].

COLOSSUS [Ran76, BWV+88]. Coloured [Bab31c]. Column [Sei95].

COMAL [Ath82]. Combustion [ZGMK07]. Comes [Mar98, HP16].

coming [Jen85]. command [Bre80]. commemorate [Ano90b]. Comment [Ber92b, Jan80].

commentary [Joh95]. Comments [Ano81d, Ber92a, BRG+87, BEG+87, BWV+88, BHB+89, BHW+90, BDH90, Gre86, Hym92, Kar90, MO90, Rob87, Rob93, TG80, WMS+89, Whi81a].
Wil00b, Xu98, YLT93, vdB80, Mah81, Nic80] commercial
[Ano83d, Ano84b]. commissioners [Ano06a, Gre06]. Committee
[Mer82, Wro56, An08a, Her89, Bab27a, Her57, Sto55, WSC+88]. Common
[Bab27b, ECM97, ISO98a, RAH+01, Fis78, Obe88]. Commons
[Gre06, Bab27a]. communicating [Ram99]. Communication
[GBD+HQCB98, FHT86, KP90, Lus90, NC90, vdB80]. communications
[Bus96, HW89, Kru90, Rei90]. community [Ano87g]. Companion
[Lee92, Lev89, Mea87, Rel89b, Rel89a]. Company [Cro04b, Bab24b].
Comparative [Bab26a, Bab67b, Bau91, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, Vaj86].
created [Bab27b, Bab04, Ban91, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, Vaj86].
Compared [Bab26a, Bab67b, Bau91, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, Vaj86].
Comparing [Col84, Fis84, Alb85]. Comparison
[Bro97, BW03a, BW03b, Bro05, Coo96, MG91, San81, Wli91].
Compass [Ano87u, IEE89]. compatible [CDF+83]. competence [Schxx].
Competitiveness [ACM91b, OLJC91]. Compilation
[Car91, EST86, Hoo92, TN92]. compile [LZLX04]. compile-time [LZLX04].
Compiler [ACM84, Bun96, GM89, Ton98, Ano83d, Ano86b, Bro80, CGS94, Con88, CVL84, Goo80, vJK87, RMP90, RLHS80, San89b, Smi97, Ano87i].
compiler-generator [CVL84]. Compilers
[WW84, Ano84e, Ano85a, Ano89c, Rog84]. Compiling [WA02]. Complete
[Bar00]. complex [Fra01, HNVW91, ISO98b, ISO98c, Ros88]. Complexities
[CL05]. Complexity [DS92, Blu88, CM11, GR80, Sha88, WCW96].
compliance [Sen92]. Component
[Kro98b, MDPM08, PV12, SKW+86, SLM91]. Component-Based
[MDPM08, PV12]. Components
[LM84, MGDH02, NF96, Boo87, Eva97, Srix7, Taf87]. Compositional
[GSX99, KSR+88]. Comput
[Ano82a, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano82b]. Comput.
[Bar92b, Ano84e, Ano86b, Ano87q, Ano87g]. computable [Zen13].
Computadoras [Sol94]. Computation
[Bab22d, Swa10, Eck40, Eck84, GV94, MM11, Mor81, Rat52, Vig93, Zen13].
Computational [Swa10]. Computations
[CH80, Blu88]. Computer
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[Tom02]. Immanuel [Vam85, Wil86]. Immaturity [CWG+06]. Impact [Gig01, Mag17, Har84]. implantation [Cha85]. Implement [SG91, MdMSA93]. Implementation [DHGR92, Fra97, KU87, L95, OBM96, PCBE96, Ram99, RRS+97, WS80, Ano87k, Bel80, BBH80, Cha85, CL90, CMM85, GZ87, GR80, vJK87, MT82, MB86, MGK91, PM07, SMBT90, TG80, vv84]. implementation-oriented [BBH80]. Implementations [ERB12, Kro98b, Bri84, Car96, CKS83, Sta11]. implemented [Hal83]. Implementing [Ano93f, BG95, EP85, GMB93, GGP97, GRGG98, GS10, HRGG98, KP90, WB97, ZRdIP01, Ano82g, Ano86g, Ano87j]. implementor [Whi81b]. Implications [War86, MMH88, Tel84]. Impossible [SHH81]. impredicative [BIM93]. Impressions [Bab37b, Bab38b]. improved [Bak88, Byr38]. In-line [Wil87a]. inadvertent [Ozg10]. Including [Fra97, Geh84a, ISO98b, Jon91]. incomplete [Bab56c]. Inconsistent [Gri10]. Instructional [Bro84, vMAW93, Ano84c, HNV91]. Independent [IEE99a]. index [Ano84d]. India [Ano86i]. Industrial [SMD95, Ash96, DH80, Mus86, Tel84]. Industries [AFB+89]. Industry [Ano93h, Ano96b, Ano97c, Bab51a, Biz03, Hei88]. inference [CL90]. Infinite [Bab19b, Bab26e, Bab30h]. Influence [Bab27c, Ano87g, Fai07, Nim08]. influences [GST01]. influential [Ano11c, Cur10]. informal [BYY87]. Informatik [Ano88c]. Information [Ame95b, Ano87s, Ano89a, Aus82, Bre96, CW91, Cur12, Ess04, Gul80, Gul81, Hun96, IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO88, ISO90, ISO94a, ISO94c, ISO95b, ISO96, ISO99c, ISO00, ISO01, ISO12, WSC+88, Ame95a, CH02, GP08, Gle11, IEE92b, I194, OLCJ91, RC94, Hun96, ISO94b, ISO95a, ISO95c, ISO98a, ISO98b, ISO98c, ISO99a, ISO99b]. information-hiding [RC94]. informatique [CW91]. Infrared [ZGMK07]. INGRES [Re1989, Rel89a]. INGRES/EQUEL [Re1989b]. inheritance [AR96]. initial [GKB86]. injection [GV94]. Inn [Ano88d, Ano92]. Inner [SwA+98]. Innocence [CW91]. Innovation [AFO+89, BFC00, CWG+06, De 06, CW91]. Innovators [HP15, Isa14]. Input [Ros91, Air85, Wil87a]. Input/Output [Ros91, Wil87a]. Inspiration [Ric97]. instances [Bra84]. Institut [Ano88c]. Institute [CK92, Gul80, Gul81, MN88, Sci95, Tew92, Tew93, WSC+88, All91, Ano80b, AB86, Asp07, CK90c, Mis07, Nor01]. Institution [WSC+88, All91, Bab56c]. Institutions [Bab26a, Bab67b, Bab89b, CK89o, CK89p, Coh88]. instruction [BBP+84, JT98, Mur91]. instruments [Har84, Hor82]. Int. [Ano87p, Ano87r, Ano87d]. IntegrAda [NU89]. Integral [BH20, LaC16, PHB20, Sch99]. Integrated [Som89, Ano93c]. Integrating [GVIV12, Gro92, HT96, WJS+00, CP96]. Integration [TN92, Chu96, FHK88, Sag87]. Integrity [BDR98, IEE89, MS98, Yen97, ISO00, KWK05, SC97]. Intel [Lut98, Sil92b]. Intelligence [Ano87x, SBET85, Aus07]. intelligent [FW96]. intended [Rom98]. Inter [NC90]. Inter-processor [NC90]. Interactive
interconnections [BEPP87], interest [Swa11]. interfaccia [Tes81]. Interface [IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO99b, Ob98, RH02, Tes81, Wil00c, Bak88, Bro00, IEE92b, ISO99a]. Interfaces [Cel96, IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO99a, Wal84b, IEE92b, IJ94, IEE99a, Ano86b]. Interfacing [ISO94c, MB86, Ano86c].

Intermediate [SW83, BG84, G+83]. International

Interoperability [CK96, TO98], interpretacja [Bie85b], interpreter [DFS +80, Rub82]. interrupt [Ano87m]. introducing [NJ05, Pil95].

Introduction [Bar87b, Hil94, Pri84, Sta11, Weg80, Wil00c, WSC +88, You83, AI85, Ano81c, CB94, DH90, DH94, DH98, DH04, Geh83, Geh84a, Geh89, Led81, Led83, Nai89, Nie86, Sai85, Twei92, Weg79]. introductory [Cab92b].

invariants [MSS89]. Invent [Bab99]. invented [Jon91].

Invention [CA14b, Nic43a, Ano06a, Gre06, Hal09, Mou15, SU96, Ugl96].

inventor [BV07, Mos64a, Mos65, Cal68, Can66, Ogb65]. Inventors [Sm17, Cur10]. Investigating [Bab19b, Bab30h].

Investigation [Bab30h]. investigating [GG05].

Involvement [WSC +88], involving [Mac07]. IONA [Kro98b], IOS [Bus96].


IR-MA-1363-4 [I94]. Irascible

[Mos64a, Mos65b, Mos65, Phi65, Cal68, Can66, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65].

Ireland [USE87]. Iriondo [Ano93c]. Irish [GP08]. iron [Ano26].

Isaacson [HP15]. ISBN [Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano84d, Ano91d, Ang95, Bar96b, Bro86, Bus06, Cro04b, Her85, Her87, Mea87, Mea88, Mec92, Mer84, Pay93, Ped88, Por01, Sec88, Seg08, Tug84, Tewe89b, Twei91, Twei92, Tewe93, Wol08].

ISE [Kro98b].

ISO [Ame95b, Ame95a, IEE99b, TDBP01, TDB +06, BFC00, I94, T+00].

ISO/IEC [IEE99b, TDBP01, TDB +06, ISO90, I94, ISO94a, ISO94b, ISO94c, ISO95a, ISO95c, ISO95b, ISO96, ISO98a, ISO98b, ISO98c, ISO99a, ISO99b, ISO99c, ISO00, ISO01, ISO12, T+00].

Isolation [Dil91].

Issac [O’B93]. Issue [Ano82a, BDH90, JT98]. issued [OLCJ91].

Issues [Fra97, GM89, GMB93, VM87, WA02, Ano87q, Ano87n, Bar87c, BH8+82, Sme85].

Italian [For75, Bab34e, BV07, Bul71, May83, Tes81]. italiens [Bul71].

Italy [HM87, KV08, MH87]. Iterative [KT96].

IV [BCKS +83].


L [Ano82b, Ano85b, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano87a, Ano88a, Bus96, HG79, Mer82, DR96]. lab [Fis10]. labor [Poi82, Rei07]. Laboratory [MA89, Ano86g]. Labour [Bab33b]. Labours [Enr88, BH88, WB76]. Lack [CWG'06]. Ladies [Per79]. Lady [Sch04, SHH81, Too96, Che82, HH80, Sol94, Ste84, Ste89b, Wad94]. Lake [Ano02]. Landau [Min00]. landmark [KT99]. langage [Le 82, U. 82]. Langley [Har78, Hym78, Mar79]. Language
Air56, AFB+89, B.88, Bak83, Men43, Pur93, Sto55, Sus00a, Sus00b, Swa91b, THWV88, Wat12, Wro56, Aga01, Ano91f, Ano10a, Bab35e, Bab55f, DR92a, Her88, Jen85, PP79, BCKS+83, BHB+89, Mer82, Hun96. Machinery
[ Ano91d, Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab22d, Bab23b, Bab26b, Bab29d, Bab30d, Bab33b, Bab35c, Bab38c, Bab99, Bab71, Bab03a, Bab10a, Ber82, CK89c, CW91, SS57, Sus00b, Ano32a, Ano32b, BBKC32, Bab32c, Bab32d, Bab33c, Bab33d, Bab34d, Bab34e, Bab46b, Bab63, Bab86, BB36, CK89s, Jer89, Lew03.]

Machinery
[ Ano91d, Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab22d, Bab23b, Bab26b, Bab29d, Bab30d, Bab33b, Bab34d, Bab34e, Bab46b, Bab46c, Bab63, Bab86, BB36, CK89s, Jer89, Lew03.]

Machines
[ Com31, Mar25, Mar86, MKW92, Twe93, Bab33c, Bab34f, Bab34g, BdL80, Bab10b, Bai89, Bow53, Bro92b, Cha12, Col71, Col90, Coo05, Dot96, FSO89, Har84, Jon91, OLCJ91.]

Macht
[ Dot97.]

MacLachlan
[ Ash02.]

Macro
[ vdLN81.]

macros
[ San89a.]

Made
[ HB22, Byr38, Eva18, Lee95, Par96.]

Madrid
[ Alv89.]

Magazine
[ BR89, CK89q, CK89r.]

magnesium
[ Ano26.]

Magnetic
[ Bab26d, Bab30e.]

Magnetism
[ BH25, BH30.]

Magnetological
[ Pat60.]

Main
[ Tou96.]

mainframe
[ GBO87.]

mainstream
[ Fus90.]

Mainstreaming
[ Ano11b.]

Mainten.
[ Ano90a.]

maintenance
[ vMAW93.]

Majesty
[ Ano06a, Gre06.]

major
[ Rad90, Bab56c.]

Makers
[ AG02, Wol16.]

Making
[ AS92, CW91, EST86, Lin93.]

Manchester
[ Ano88d.]

manufacture
[ Bab34e.]

Manufactured
[ BH25, BH30.]

Manual
[ Ada83, Ano79a, Com47, Ich79, TDB+06, Uni83, Uni81, U. 82, Ano80c, Ano83f, Ano83g, Geh84a, Kat82, Le 82, L+87, TD95, TD97, T+00, TDBP01, UA83a, UA83c, UA83b, You82b.]

Man
[ O’H82, Bro92b.]

Management
[ Ano95d, Bre96, DNM+10, Kro98b, MB96, REMCS81, Ano89b, Ano89a, Ano90a, Ano11c, GS85, Lew07, NM91, PCH+82a, PCH+82b.]

manager
[ CDF+83.]

managers
[ Ano82g.]

Managing
[ AS92, CW91, EST86, Lin93.]

Massachusetts
[ ACM80, ACM87, Yon75.]

Master
[ BK87.]

Master/Slave
[ BK87.]

Materials
[ Ano91b, JC90, Tec82.]

Math
[ Lew95, You80.]

Mathematica
[ Kro98b.]

Mathematical
[ Bab22b, Bab22d, Bab27c, Bab30b, Bab37c, Bab82a, Bab89d, Bey79a, Bey79b, CK89h, Enr78, GG79b, Gra94, Gri78, HII79, HG79, Kem79, Rob79, WMS+89, Bab55f, Bai89, Dub78, Enr80,
GG05, Har84, HMR17a, HMR17b, Jer89, Ort07b, Pad17, Sta11, GT80].
Mathematician [Hym87], mathematicians [Per93, Tee81, Tee83b].
Mathematics [BBKC32, CL05, FRW11, Flo16, GG79a, GG79b, Gra94, Alb85, BS05, Coo88, Ose74, Plo12, Ric97, WK05, Yon75, Gra78].
Mathematik [WK05]. Mathematiker [Hym87].
math´ematiques [Bab55f].
Math´ematisations. [GW94].
matrices [HL93], matrix [ISO98b]. Matters [Kil10].
Matthew [Bab16b]. maturity [Col93, Bus96]. Matyas [BCKS+83].
Mauchly [Smi71].
May [Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano87h, Ano88d, Bab34a, Bab69, Bar87c, Ber92h, Chr91, CS01, HM87, MH87, Ta87, Bab34c, Bab38c, Bab47a, Van83].
May/June [Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g]. Mayoh [Wal83].
McCulloch [O'B93].
McLean [ACM93c, ACM94a, ACM94b, Ano93g]. MD [ACM90, IEE89].
Meaning [Ano00]. Means [Bab17d, Weg80, Ano81c, Mer82, Rad90, Weg79].
Mearns [Ano82d]. Measurement [Bab24a, BK95, BFC00]. Measurements [HW89, Kar90]. Measuring [MA89].
mec´anique [Bab35d]. mécanique [Mos83]. Mechanical [Bab29d, Bab51b, Bab56c, Bab56g, Swa93, Bab89a, CK89l, HWH08, Mos83, Rat52, d'O86]. Mechanician [Arc47]. mechanics [Bab35d]. Mechanism [SG91, Bab22f, FHT86, Ref90, Sil81], mechanisms [Hil83]. mechanismization [BS05]. med [Ska95, Ska02]. Medal [Bab47c].
Medema [All84, Mer84, Wim83b], mediated [NJ05]. Meeting [ACM91b, ACM94b, Ada82, Flo16, She54, She60, Whi81b, Ano82j, BHB+89].
Meets [Sus94]. Mellor [SAV96]. member [BBKC32]. Members [Bab39].
Memory [Ash96, PCH+82a, PCH+82b]. Men [Bab55b, Bab55c, GP08].
Metric [Rey87, RC94]. Metric-based [Rey87]. Metrics [DS92, GKB86, WCW96]. metrics-driven [Rey89, RMP90]. Mexico [Ano06b]. Meyer [BCKS+83].
Mit83a, Mit83b, Mit83c, Mit83d. Microsystems [CW91]. middle
[Bro80, Pil95]. Middleware [Dia11, GVIV12, Kro98b]. Migrating
[WVC01]. Migration [Cel96]. MIL [Ame95a]. MIL-STD-1815A
Military [Ame83]. Mill [Laa93, O’B93]. mind [Ash96, HHW08]. Minds
[Coo05, HM02]. Mini [Ano10a, Tay92]. mini-computer [Tay92]. Minimal
[DRF97]. Ministry [Kem87]. miscellaneous [Bab89f, CK89m, CK89n].
Misconception [RAH01]. mission [CB96]. Mixed
[Bab60a, CW04, Kro98b, Ein90]. Mixed-Signal [Kro98b]. ML [TO98].
MM. [Bab55f]. MN [Ano01]. MO [ACM97]. mode [Ano93f]. Model
[EW91, FMP12, MR91, Ph91, Ano82b, DLGF05, Dil93, HSLG92, Lip74,
LX04, Mc-C92, MB86, Wot00, vV84]. model-based [HSLG92, Wot00].
Modeling [DX99, Eva95, Lut98, MZGT85, MGHD02, SBM94, San95].
Modelling [CS91, ERB12, Bod95, BASS96]. Models
[SAV96, Dha95, GZ87, GSX99, MG91, SM91]. Modern [Bec80, CW91,
Com31, Hor82, Aga01, Ano91d, Don92, Dub77, Joh91, Sch85, Sch86].
moderne [Tri72, SBK04]. Modernization [Bre96, DMN+10]. MODULA
[All84, Ano86c, Ano870, Mer84, Wim83b, Ano86g, Col84, Sou90, Ano86e,
Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano871, Ano871, Ano870, Ano88a, Bie85a, BK87, GH93,
Gre86, Ph85, Sch86b, SH98, ST86, SMB83, WS84, Ano86f, Ano86e].
Modula-2 [Ano86c, Ano870, Ano88a, Ano86g, Col84, Sou90, Ano86e, Ano86f,
Ano86g, Ano86c, Ano871, Ano870, Ano88a, Bie85a, Gre86, Sch86b,
SH89, ST86, WS84, Ano86f, Ano86e]. Modular [EHMO91, GBellHQCG98].
Modulas [Dub85]. Modulas-1 [Dub85]. Module [ISO95a, ISO95b].
modules [BEPP87]. moins [Bab31b]. Molau [Ano871]. Moll [Rei68].
Monitoring [Ger84, ZGMK07, Ano93d, Car97]. monitors [Hil92, Ano82c].
Montreal [ACM84]. Montreux [Str96]. Moorcock [Sus11]. Moore
[Hym78, HG79, Sus11, WCK85, Har87, Joh95, Mar79]. Moreton [Ano82c].
Moretonbampstead [Bar87c]. Morgan [HMR17b, Ric97]. Morrison
[Ano87v, Boo62, Bud88, Fra63, Pan63, Pyl88, W.62, Wil64, Boo62, Fra63,
W.62]. mortal [Hoo12]. Moseley [Cal68, Can66, Ogb65, Opp71]. most
[Ano11c, Bla02, Cur10]. motion [Joh95]. Mounier-Kuhn [CW91].
[Bab17a, Ano84b]. moving [vK92]. Mr
[BCKS+83, Gre96, Mer82, SBET85, Wil95]. Mr.
[Ano00a, Bab35e, Bab35a, Bab39, Bab49, Bab54a, Bab54b, Bab54c, Bab54d,
Bai89, Fra81, Fra84, Fra85, Fra86, Her31a, Hor99, Mer82, Nic43a, Nic43b,
She54, She60, VV81, Wil91c, Bro86, Van85, Wil86, Wor87]. MR0714019
[Ber92b]. MR1503574 [Ben16]. MTAC [GT80]. Mudge [Ano87q]. Muller
[AFB+89, Ano91d, Bii88, CW91, Tew91, Lin87, Lin90]. Multi
[Kro98b, LM92, Li95, Man92, BBH80, DLP89, Mit87, RFF92]. multi-language [Mit87]. Multi-ORB [Kro98b]. multi-paradigm [RFF92].
multi-processing [BBH80]. Multi-processor [Man92]. Multi-Tasking
[Li95]. Multi-Unit [LM92]. multi-user [DLP89]. Multicomputers
Note [Ano61, Bab17b, Bab22c, Bab51c, Bab52, Ben16, Rei68, Mac83, San89b, Ten94]. Notebooks [Wil81a]. Notebooks [KMK12, Lov43b, Mee88, Ste84, Coh88, Ste89b, BHW +90, FF03a]. Notice [Bab27b]. Notices [Ano82]. Noting [EMB +99]. notion [BW90, JKC89]. 

Notions [Men43]. Nov [Ano88c]. Novelty [Dol98]. November [ACM97, Ano83c, Ano87o, Ano88a, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b]. November/December [Ano87o, Ano88a].

November [ACM97, Ano83c, Ano87o, Ano88a, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b]. November/December [Ano87o, Ano88a]. nuclear [Ano93d]. nuisances [Bab64a]. Numbers [Bab29c, Swa91a, Swa01c, Bab22f, Gra94, Mat90]. numeric [BDG90]. Numerical [CH80, GV94, Mor81, Sch99].


Ophtalmoscope [Ly41, Ric02]. Ophtalmoscope [Bab54e, Jon54]. Optici [BM23]. Optics [BM23]. Optimization [DMM88, CQG +13, LZLX04].


orientation [Ros92]. Oriented [ASM88, AS92, Bab96a, Bre96, Bro97, CKK87, CK96, DX99, De 96, GTG92, KRS01, Moo95, SAV96, SG91, Sti98a, Sti98b, War86, Ano97a, BB91, Be97, BBH80, BK95, Boo91, Bor95, Ano97a, Sti98b, War86, Ano97a, BB91, Be97, BBH80, BK95, Boo91, Bor95, CP96,].
Ano83c, Tug83, Tug84, Wim83a. **Programmirovaniya** [Ano89e]. **Programs** [Bar96a, Bel97, BB98a, BAP87, BB98b, BDR98, CXZY02, CU96, DAG+88, Dil90b, Dil91, FMP12, Fra97, GD84, HL85, Hol83, Jae85, Jin92, KT96, LCS91, Lun92, Mad96, MR91, VM87, WF97, Ano85b, BST98, Blu88, Car96, CWW80, Cor96, Dil90a, EOAm94, EOM95, FM89, FSO89, GN93, GMP90, GS85, JKC89, KSB89, KBL80, LP80, L+87, MO90, Mos90, Rey89, Rom96, Rom97, San89a, Sen92, SM91, SBM94, TCO91, VMBK89, YTL+95, Ano87q].

**progress** [OLCJ91, Wol91].

**Project** [Bas87, Bro96b, DSd92, FT96, Kro98b, Ano87d, CGS94, KP90, Ree85, Som89, QPEUR+12, WMS+89].

**Projecting** [AE92].

**Projections** [Bab52].

**Projects** [Bau91, Sil91].

**Projekt** [Min00].

**projekts** [QPEUR+12].

**proliferation** [Bro81].

**promise** [Ano87f].

**promises** [Ano10a].

**Promotion** [Bab39].

**PRONAOS** [Lau96].

**Prony** [GG90, Poi82].

**Proof** [GD84, Ano82d, BM82, BM86].

**Properties** [Bab22b].

**proportionate** [Bab29c].

**proposal** [BJS93].

**Proposed** [Uni81, Ano80c].

**Prorok** [Ano93a].

**prospective** [Ano87c, Har84].

**prospects** [BBP+84].

**protected** [BG95, LX04, WJS+00].

**Protection** [Kro98a].

**Protector** [Bab24b].

**PROTOB** [BB91].

**Protocol** [IEE99a, AR96, CJ92, DLP89, Lun90, MGK91].

**Protocybernetic** [Tom02].

**Prototype** [Roe09, MB86, NM91, ST84].

**Prototypes** [Be91].

**Prototyping** [Rec96, LvdGvK89, Lu90, SOK92, SLM91].

**provide** [Ano85d].

**provided** [Cou88].

**provision** [BM87].

**proxies** [TC04].

**PRS** [Bab22b].

**pseudocode** [Rey87, Rey89].

**psychology** [GST01].

**publication** [KT99].

**Publications** [All91, Ano88b, Bee94].

**Publicist** [Arc47].

**Published** [Alb85, Ano85c, Bud88, Wim83a, Wim83b, Ano91d].

**Publishers** [Twe89b, Twe92, Twe93].

**Puente** [Ano93f].

**Pugh** [Ano91a].

**Pulse** [Mos86, Mos86].

**Punched** [CW91, Eck40, Eck84].

**Purpose** [Bab22b].

**PVM** [KP96a, KP96b].

**Pyle** [Ano85c, You82a].

**Pythagoras** [LY79].

**Python** [RAH+01].

**quadrature** [DD87].

**Qualit¨atskriterium** [Min00].

**Quality** [EMB+99, AH+97, Sch88, Smy97].

**Quantitative** [Dha95].

**quantum** [Pin06, Sin99].

**Qu¨e** [ACM84].

**Queen** [Sin99, Dis91].

**Queries** [Ano81d, Ber92a, BRG+87, BEG+87, BWV+88, BMB+89, BDH90, Hym92, Rob87, Rob93, WMS+89, Wil00b].

**Query** [Ano81d, BRG+87, BEG+87, BST98, Kro93].

**Quest** [Ano00, CK01b, Cro04a, Cro04b, SW94, Swa00a, Swa00b, Swa01a, Swa01b, Swa02, SB02, Wil00a].

**Question** [Ber82].

**Questions** [Bab21, Bab30b, Bab53].

**Quetelet** [Ano93a].

**Puente** [Bab35e, Ber92a, Ber92b, Van83].

**qui** [Bab34g].

**R** [Ano85b, Ano86g, Ano86c, Ano87q, Ano87g, Ano87t, Ano87v, Ano91d, BCKS+83, Bud88, CW91, Lee92, Py88, Twe92, Twe93, Wie48b, YLT93].

**R-32** [Ano85b].

**R.** [BCKS+83].

**Rabdology** [NR90, Twe92].

**Race** [Fel97].

**Races** [Bab60a, KSB89, MO90].

**Racial** [Kil10].

**radicalism** [Por07].

**Radio**

Rationale

Ano79a, Bar08, IKBW$^+$79, I$^+$86, Lee92, Ano95a, Bar97, YT$^+$95, TG80a. Rae [O’B93]. railroad [McC92]. rally [Mul02]. RGdIP01. Re [Lin93, CH97, HMR17b]. re-appraisal [HMR17b]. Re-engineering [Lin93]. re-use [CH97]. Reaching [BB98a, BB98b]. Reactive [EW91, Ram99]. read [Ano11c]. Readability [PCBE96]. Readable [Boo89]. reader [Ada10, Spi02]. Reading [WiI81a, vdL84]. ready [Ano91f]. Real [ASM88, Ano95c, Ano04, Bar87c, BB95, BLB96, BW03a, BW03b, Bro95, BDR98, BW01, BW04, BW09, Coc02, DPCC96, FT96, GVIV12, GTB91, GRGG98, HRGG98, Hen81, LM92, Lut98, LF90, MDPM08, MD92, MSH11, MGDH02, MS02a, Rai92, RAH$^+$01, RH01, RECM81, WMS$^+$89, Wil06b, Wol08, Zal92, ZAdIP97, ZRdIP01, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, BBWF95, Ben16, BW90, BW07, Chuw96, CMM85, Coo96, Dub85, FHK88, Gal91, Gom94, Hal83, HSLG92, HT96, ISO96, ISO98b, KSdR$^+$88, KWK05, Mac80, Mah81, NS87a, NS87b, NS87c, NS88, NC90, Rit16, Roo89, Sch86c, Sch88, ST87, The90, Zal88, ZLZ$^+$96, Ano87m]. Real-Time [Ano95c, Ano04, Bar87c, BW03a, BW03b, Bro05, BDR98, DPCC96, FT96, GVIV12, GTB91, GRGG98, HRGG98, LM92, MDPM08, MD92, MSH11, MGDH02, MS02a, Rai92, RAH$^+$01, RH01, RECM81, WMS$^+$89, Wil06b, Wol08, Zal92, ZAdIP97, ZRdIP01, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, BBWF95, Ben16, BW90, BW07, Chuw96, CMM85, Coo96, Dub85, Gal91, Gom94, Hal83, HSLG92, HT96, ISO96, KSdR$^+$88, KWK05, Mac80, Mah81, NS87a, NS87b, NS87c, NS88, NC90, Rit16, Roo89, Sch86c, Sch88, ST87, The90, Zal88, ZLZ$^+$96, Ano87m]. Real-Time [Ano95c, Ano04, Bar87c, BW03a, BW03b, Bro05, BDR98, DPCC96, FT96, GVIV12, GTB91, GRGG98, HRGG98, LM92, MDPM08, MD92, MSH11, MGDH02, MS02a, Rai92, RAH$^+$01, RH01, RECM81, WMS$^+$89, Wil06b, Wol08, Zal92, ZAdIP97, ZRdIP01, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, BBWF95, Ben16, BW90, BW07, Chuw96, CMM85, Coo96, Dub85, Gal91, Gom94, Hal83, HSLG92, HT96, ISO96, ISO98b, KSdR$^+$88, KWK05, Mac80, Mah81, NS87a, NS87b, NS87c, NS88, NC90, Rit16, Roo89, Sch86c, Sch88, ST87, The90, Zal88, ZLZ$^+$96, Ano87m]. Real-Tune [BLB96]. Real-World [Lut98]. Realities [WSC$^+$88]. realization [Ano93d]. realizatsia [Ano89e]. Realtime [DRF97, IEE96, IEE99b, Ano87c, ISO99a]. reappraising [Lew03]. rearrangement [Lip74]. Reason [Bul08, Woo99]. Reasoning [Bab27c, HSLG92, Rey87, Wot00]. rebels [Bro81]. recently [Byr38]. receptions [Coo05]. Rechen [Dot96]. Rechen-Automate [Dot96]. Rechenmaschinen [Mar25, Mar86, Twe93, MKW92]. Reckoners [Cer83]. Reclaiming [Lew07]. Recognisable [Bab60c]. recommendations [Ano89a]. recommended [Ano87w]. Reconciling [Gal91]. Reconfigurable [LRT91]. Reconfiguration [GVIV12]. Reconnaissance [BFC00]. recording [Bar03, BW04, Ska02, Wei03]. records [All91, WSC$^+$88]. recovery [Ano93f, RRS$^+$97]. Recursiveness [BCKS$^+$83, Fra81]. Recycling [SyA$^+$98]. Red [Ano03b]. Redeeming [Swa93]. redesignation [Ame95a]. Redirector [Kro98b]. Rediscovered [LL82]. reduce [Lun90]. Reduced [Swa91a, Bab22f]. reduces [Ano86b]. Reducing [ZRC91]. reduction [STM96]. Reference [Ada83, Ano79a, Ano88g, Bab48, Ich79, TDB$^+$06, Uni83, UA83c, Uni81, U. 82, You82b, Ano80c, Ano83f, Fin52, Geh84a, Kat82, L$^+$87, Mac83, TD95, TD97, T$^+$00, TDBP01, USA83a, USA83b, Wet81, U. 82].
referenced [Bro91]. Refinement [OC08, OZC11]. Refinements [Tok01].

Reflections
[Bab30i, BM70, BR89, Bab06, Wil81a, HP15, HP16, Rat52, CK89q, CK89r].

Reflects [CWG+06]. Reform
[Bow93, CK89a, CSW90, Ros90, BH89, Hym88, Hym02, Por07]. Reformer
[Asp82]. Regard [Sil92a]. Regulate [Bab9d]. Rejewski [BEG+87].

rejuvenation [Lin93]. Related [Ano04, Gic09, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05].

Relating [Bab19a, BM23, Bab10c, WSC+88, Bab89b]. Relational [Tes81].

relations [WCW96]. relationship [DLGF05]. Relative
[Bab17a, Bab57, Ano06a, Bab35e, Gre06]. relativement [Bab35e].

relativistic [LN93]. relays [Cer83]. relazionale [Tes81].

release [Ano82i, GV94]. released [Ano89d]. Reliab. [Ano85b]. reliability
[CQG+13, SW94]. reliability-based [CQG+13]. Reliable
[AK07, Ano04, Asp98, BP12, CS01, GdlP99, HD99, HB97, Hei96, KV08, LS04, PH06, RV10, RV11, RS03, Str96, VW05, Ano92, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, BS02, Vig93, AK07, Asp98, BS02, BP12, CS01, GdlP99, HB97, KV08, KK09, LS04, PH06, PK00, RV10, RV11, RS03, Str96, VW05]. Remains
[Bab60a]. remarkable [Sny11]. Remarks [Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab47a].

Remotely [GKPT96]. removing [Bon80]. rendered [Bab38c]. Rendez
[BBJL92]. Rendez-Vous [BBJL92]. Rendezvous
[Ano88c]. Repetition [BH25, BH30]. replace [Mor81]. Replicated
[PV02, WB96]. reply [Bod95, Fin52, She54, She60]. Report
[Ano91b, Bab54e, Dod100, Her31a, Her57, Her89, Jon54, Mer82, Ska94b, Sto55, Tom98, Wro56, Ano89a, Bab91b, Bel80, FM87, JC90, MMH88]. reports
[Ada82]. Repository [Con86]. Representation
[Jin92, SW83, CH02, CPD93, HLRS80]. representations [DLGF05].

Representing [Dol98]. Reprint [CK92, CK01c, Twe93]. Requirement
[RCM12]. Requirement-Based [RCM12]. Requirements
[DHGR92, WW84, Wal91, Sch82]. Research [Ald91]. Resembling
[Bab37b, Bab38b]. Reserved [ST86]. Residence [Ric39]. resolution
[Bel80, Rom97, Rom00]. resource [DLP89, Ram87]. Resources
[Ano89a, Ano90d, Yos02]. Respecting
[Ano91b, Bab89b, Bab22c, Bab52, Nic43b, Bab27b, Bab51c, Bab89g].

Response [BEG+87, BHW+90]. rest [Lee95]. restoration [RW00].

restricted [JT98]. restrictive [EL87]. Result [Eme95, Bab34g]. resulted
[KT99]. resultant [Bab34g]. Results [Bau91, GV94, SKL88]. Retargeting
[Ard87, Ano87i]. Rethinking [Spe99]. Retrieval [Fra01, SLM91].

Reusability [Ano87n]. Reusable
[Hei96, LM84, Ros91, ZAdIP97, Bor95, SLM91]. Reuse
[BM91, SMD95, TDB92, BK95, GW90, LAH94]. Reusing [TN92]. Reverse
[CDD90, CCD91, CCD93]. Review
[Alb85, All84, Ano81c, Ano82f, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82g, Ano82b, Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano86d, Ano86e,
Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87l, Ano87j, Ano87o, Ano87e, Ano87q, Ano87i, Ano87h, Ano87m, Ano87p, Ano87r, Ano87d, Ano87f, Ano87k, Ano87g, Ano87n, Ano87s, Ano87u, Ano87t, Ano87v, Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano90a, Ano91b, Ano93c, Ano97a, Ano98, Ash02, Asp82, Aug95, Bar96b, Bey79a, Boo89, Boo62, Bow15, Bro86, Bud88, Buel88, Bus96, Cal68, CK89a, CK01b, Can66, Car69, Cro04a, Cro04b, Dis91, Enr78, Enr80, Enr88, Fah91, For75, Fra63, GW94, GG79b, Gra94, Gri78, Gri06, Har78, Her85, Her87, Hii79, Hii85, Hoo92, Hum96, Hym78, Kem79, Kno88].

Review [L.90, LY79, Lee92, Lla93, Mad86, Mah78, Mar79, Mar88, Mea87, Mea88, Mee92, Mer84, Mos86, Nie86, O'B93, O'D85a, O'H82, O'N91, Ogb65, Opp71, OS65, Pan63, Par89, Pay66, Pay93, Ped88, Por01, Pyl88, Ric83, Rob79, Ros90, Sec88, Seg08, Sib95, Smi83, Spi03, Ste89a, Ste88, Sus00a, Sus00b, Sus11, Swa91a, Tee87, Tro84, Tug83, Tug84, Tug89a, Tug91b, Tug93, Van85, W.62, W.86, Wal83, Walmg, Wic84a, Wic84b, Wic88, Wil95, Wil00a, Wil86, Wim83a, Wim83b, Wol08, Wor87, You75, You82a, You82b, Zal92, vdL84, BLW87, Ano87]. reviewers [Bod95].

Reviews [Ano91d, Ano00, ASS87, AFB +89, Bey79b, BCKS +83, CK01a, CSW90, CW91, HG79, O'D85b, SBET85, VBCC83, Wil64, ZT86]. revised [Nie86].

Revision [Ame95a, Sch86a]. revisited [CM11]. Revisiting [Mag17].


Roy [Bab68]. Royal [Ano90, Bab56b, Gre96, She54, She60, Ano06a, Bab47c, Her57, Wel89, Wro56]. RSA [Hum85]. RSI [Kro98a]. RTS [Wil06a]. rule [CC94]. rule-based [CC94]. Rules [WS80, Xu98, Ano82d, BM82]. Run [GWA91, Hol83, Lut98, Tok01, Ano91f, Bak88, vv84]. Run-Time [Tok01, GWA91, Hol83, Bak88, vv84]. Runtime [GB94, GTG92, SR85a, SR85b, HR85]. Russell [Kem79].

S [Ano82c, Ano86e, Ano86c, Ano87o, Ano91b, BCKS+83, Kem79, Mac83, Nie86, Tug93, Wic84b, Wim83a]. Safe [DRA97, RF96, Sti98a, Sti98b]. Safety [Bro96b, IEE98, LCS91, RF96, Ros96, ZAdLP97, Ano93a, Dill90a, Sch88, Ano85b]. Safety-Critical [Ros96, ZAdLP97, Ano93a]. Saib [Wic84b]. SAméDl [ISO95b, ISO95a]. Samples [Ano10b]. Samuel [WWCP92]. San [Ano03b, BU84, IE86a, Twe92, Twe93, Ass83]. Sanden [Aug95].

Sandstone [Bab37b, Bab38b]. Sans [Gau93b]. Santander [GdlP99]. Saul
46

sessional [Gre06]. sessions [BW97]. Set
[DM87, DPC95, Fel97, Man92, Obe88, San89a]. SETA2 [Obe94]. SETL
[DG87]. Several [Bab19b, Bab30h, Xu98, BBKC32, Byr38]. Sexes [Bab29c].
sFr [Ano97a]. Shadowy [BS05]. Shao [Yon75]. Sharing [Bra84]. Sharp
[Bab35a]. Shell [CC86]. Sheraton [Ano88d]. Sheraton-Wayfarer [Ano88d].
Sherman [Ano86b]. Shlaer [SAV96]. Shlaer/Mellor [SAV96]. Shoe
[Mad86]. Shooting [Byr04]. Short [Bab38c, Nic80]. shortest [CCS87].
Shorthand [Bab35a]. Shot [Bab55b, Bab55c]. should [Ros92]. Showed
[CW91]. Shu [Yon75]. Shu-shu [Yon75]. Side [SvA+ 98, TC04, Alb05].
SIGAda [ACM94b, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano04, Ano05, Ano06b, Bee94,
Gic09, ACM87, ACM91b]. SIGAda’06 [Ano06b]. Signal
[Kro98b, OBM96, Sil92b]. Signs
[Bab26b, Bab27c, Bab30d, Bab60c, Dot97, Ort07b]. SIGPLAN
[ACM80, ACM84, ACM93a, Whi81a]. Silicon [OCM+ 84, BB95]. SIMD
[CS85]. Simonde [O’B93]. Simple [Bak83, Mac84, SBET85, Byr38].
Simple Com [GBdlHQCGB98]. simplifié [d’O86]. Simplifying
[Bou80, d’O86]. SIMULA [BU84]. Simulation [Ald91, BU84, HP98,
Kro98a, LH83, Bru84, CB96, TM98, ZRC91, BU84, Ano87p]. Simulator
[DR96, JSV97, Kro98b, Mol96, GBO87]. simulators [Don92]. Simulierte
[Ano88c]. Sinderen [Ber92b]. Sine [BRG+ 87, Rob87]. single [CCS87, KP90].
singly [Ref90]. singly-buffered [Ref90]. Sir [Ano91e, Bab22a, Bab22b,
Bab30j, Bab32a, Bab33a, Her31b, Kem79, Sch81, Tur91]. Sismondi [O’B93].
Six [BCKS+ 83]. sixties [Bar72]. Size [Wit90, Fra01]. Skeptical [CWG+ 06].
Sketch [Bab30j, Lov43a, Lov89]. Slave [BK87]. Slight [CWG+ 06]. Sloane
[Ano91e]. Small [WMS+ 89, Eva97, Ree85, FLP90]. SMALL-Ada [FLP90].
Smart [DRF97]. Smedema [All84, Mer84, Wim83b]. Smith [O’B93].
Smithsonian [WSC+ 88, All91, BRG+ 87, Dod00]. Social [Gig01]. Societies
[Wro56]. Society [Bab47c, Gre06, Gra78, Her57, HBC+ 55, IEE86b, Wic84b,
Ano91e, Joh91, Ano61, Ano06a, Bab56b, Wel89, Wro56]. Soft
[Ano90a, GVIV12, Kro98b, Mea88, Wic88]. Softback [Ano83c, Ano84d].
Software [ACM91b, AK07, Ano86d, Ano87k, Ano89a, Ano95d, Ano96b,
Ano04, BA09, Boo83, Boo87, BP12, CKK87, CT94a, Chu96, CW90, Con86,
Con88, CWG+ 06, DS92, DPCC96, DCM79, GW90, GTB91, Gom94, HM87,
HD99, IEE89, KV08, KK09, Kro98a, Kro98b, KT96, Lam03, LCS91, LRT91,
LS04, LF90, MD92, MH87, PH06, RV10, RV11, San94, Sch86c, Sch88, TN92,
VW05, Wal84b, Wal91, Wea92, Weg90, WS84, Wit90, Yeu97, ACM93c, AH85,
AE92, Ano86h, Ano89b, Ano93a, Ano93g, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, Asp98,
BA98, BK95, BS02, Bor95, BMO92, CG91, Col98, CH97, CS01, Dha95,
Don92, Eva97, Fai07, FK96b, FHK88, GN93, GN97, GdlP99, GV94, HB97,
II94, JYCM94, KP90, LL86, Lin93, LC89, McC92, MA89, MMHS87, Mur91].
software [Owe89, Pfl91, PK00, Ree85, RW00, RS03, RT00, SOK92, Sei89,
SLM91, Str96, Tem94, Tom89, U. 97, ZLZ+ 96, vMAW93, Ano87j, Ano87i,
Ano87h, Ano87m, Ano87n, Kro98a, Kro98b, MA89, Ano86g, Ano87v, Aug95,
Bud88, Pay93, Pyl88, Wal84a]. Software-safety [Sch88]. Solar [Bab52].


GWA91, HP98, Hoo92, IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO88, ISO90, Kro98b, Lam83, LRT91, Lun89, MZGT85, OMÁ°02, SR85a, SR85b, Shu89a, VBCC83, Whe81, Ano86e, Ano89d, Ano93c, Ano93d, Aug95, BBWF95, Bak88, BM86, BR86, Bry88, CHLY12, CMM85, DG80, GN93, IEE92b, JI94, Kro93, LydGvK89, LDD°94, Mos86, PP87, PW92, Rey87, Rey89, Sav80, ST87, Ta82, The90, HM87, ISO99a, Kro98b, MH87, Mos86].

**Systematic** [WF97].

**Systems** [Ano95c, Ano04, Bal97, Bau91, BBJL92, Cel96, CSM96, Cur91, DPCC96, DT91, EW91, GVI12, GTB91, GBdHQCG98, Gro92, HL01, IEE98, KP96a, KP96b, KU87, LM84, MDPM08, MGDH02, MS98, REC96, Sma96, USE89, War86, WB96, ZAdP97, Zoi92, Ano83c, Ano84e, Ano87o, Ano89d, Ano93f, Ano02, Ano03b, Ano05, BB91, BM87, BW01, BW04, BW09, Bus96, Chn96, Coo96, DMM90, DG82, GN97, Gom94, HSLG92, HT96, HNVW91, HW89, HvK87, HW87, ISO88, Kar90, Mac80, MO94, NS87a, NS87b, NS87c, NS88, NC90, Pil95, San94, San95, TM98, Tug83, Tug84, Vaj86, WY88, Wil06b, Wim83a, Win99, Ano91d, Kro98a, ISO00, Ano87k, Pay93].

**T** [Ano82c, Ano82g, Ano87q, Ano87n, Bab29c, LY79, O'B93, DRF97].

**T-Smart** [DRF97].

**T.** [BCKS83, SBET85].

**tˆaches** [Cha85].

**Table** [Bab27d, Bab29e, Bab31c, Bab57, Bab15, CK88, Far64, Bab89c, Bry88, CK98b, CK89k].

**Tables** [Ano03a, Bab22b, Bab22c, Bab22d, Bab23b, Bab27b, Bab31a, BRG+87, Far64, GG90, Rob87, SS57, WMS+89, Bab55f, Bai89, Byr38, Jer89, Mer82].

**Tabulative** [GT80].

**TAC** [Pil95].

**Tactic** [OC08, OZC11].

**take** [Ros92].

**Tale** [Wil86, Bro86, Fra84, Fra85, Vam85, Wor87].

**talents** [Jon91].

**Tales** [CW91].

**Targeting** [Gar86].

**targets** [Hei96].

**Task** [DRF97, Hum92, Jin92, MZGT85, Mol96, Nar91, REMC81, WBP97, CMM85].

**Task-Safe** [DRF97].

**Tasking** [BMM96, BDR98, CU91, CU96, DHGR92, Dil90b, Dil91, ERB12, Ger84, HL85, Li95, Lun90, Ano87t, BTM89, BLW87, Cor96, Dil90a, Dil93, GSX99, HvK87, KP90, Lun90, Roos9, SC88, Sha88, SMB90, STMD96, TG80, Mea88].

**Tasks** [LH83, Shu89a, BM82, BM86, Hem90, Kro93, Cha85, Ano82d].

**Tax** [Bab48, Fin52].

**Taxation** [Bab48, Fin52].

**Taylor** [Bry88, CW91].

**TCOL** [Bro80].

**teach** [Fag00].

**Teaching** [CDC97, Fel90, Lam03, MCD°94, Fel84, LAH94, TE87, Tom89].

**TEC** [Tel84].

**Tech** [Mor13, CW91].

**Techn.** [Ano82c, Ano82b].

**Technical** [Ano82d, Ano82e, Ano82g].
PK00, RS03, Str96, Gic09, Kro98b. Technology
[Ame95b, Ano90c, BCS96, Bow93, CW91, GM89, IEE92a, IEE96, IEE99a, IEE99b, ISO01, ISO07, Kro98b, Lut98, MDPM08, RV10, Sus00a, Sus00b, VGdIP01, VW05, Ame95a, Ano91e, Bab97, CH02, GST01, IEE92b, ISO90, IL94, ISO94a, ISO94b, ISO94c, ISO95a, ISO95c, ISO95b, ISO96b, ISO98a, ISO98b, ISO98c, ISO99a, ISO99b, ISO99c, ISO00, ISO12, Joh92, Kan94, OLCJ91, Ros94b, SU96, Ugl96, Wen09, Wil85, Win99, Ano91b, Ano00, BCKS, C+83].

Technopolitics [Spe99]. Technotation [Dot97]. Teil [Mar25].
telematics [OM+83]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
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[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00]. Telegraph [Bab55e]. Teleoperated
[ACM93c, Ano93g]. Telecommunication [Jen00].
[RAH+01, Wic84c, EL87, Jon91]. **Tooke** [O’B93]. **Tool** [BM91, ECM97, ISO98a, Int96, Kro98a, Kro98b, MdMSA93, Man92, Ros96, Ton98, ASM88, FM89, FW96, LydGvK89, MB86, ND94, Rey89, SLM91, YTL+95]. **Toole** [Lla93]. **toolkit** [SMBT90]. **Tools** [Bab47b, Kro98a, Obe94, Ros85, Sch86a, Wal84b, Yeu97, Ano86h, Bab34g, BYY87, Boo87, Car97, Kor11, Taf87, vMAW93, Ano86d]. **Toolset** [Bel97, DRF97]. **Torino** [Seg08]. **Torrens** [O’B93]. **Torres** [Ran82a]. **Total** [Bab52]. **Toulouse** [RS03]. **tour** [Gil86]. **Tournament** [Coc02]. **Toy** [Fis10]. **Toy-de-force** [Fis10]. **TR** [ISO96, ISO00]. **Tracing** [EGC02]. **Tracts** [BM23]. **Tradeoffs** [PCBE96]. **traditional** [CP96]. **Traffic** [DNM+10, CC94]. **Tragedies** [Ano00]. **training** [Ano80a, Fai07, QPEUR+12]. **Traité** [Bab33c, Bab34f, Bab34g]. **Trans** [Ano85b, Ano87q, Ano87k]. **Transaction** [SG91]. **transactional** [JPMAB00]. **Transatlantic** [Wil87b, Wil88]. **transcribed** [Mah78]. **transdisciplinary** [CM11]. **Transfer** [BW03a, BW03b, BG95]. **transfert** [CW91]. **Transform** [RSC93]. **Transformation** [BBB+92, Ros85, BM85, GST01]. **transformations** [DG87]. **transformed** [Sny11]. **Transforming** [OCM+84]. **Transition** [FT96, Bro89a, Bro89d, Bro89b, Bro89c, QPEUR+12]. **Transitions** [Bro84, Ano84c]. **translated** [Ano91d, Tew91, Tew92, Tew93]. **Translating** [HL83, SAV96, Ste80]. **Translation** [BAP87, Kro93, VMBK89, AGG+80, Lov43b, Luq90, TO98, Wil87a, MT82]. **translator** [DFS+80, Smy97, Ano88a]. **TransLib** [JPMAB00]. **Transparent** [PV02]. **transputer** [MO94]. **transputer-based** [MO94]. **Tratado** [Bab35d]. **travail** [Poi82]. **travaux** [Mah78]. **Travels** [SCD03]. **Treasury** [Gre06, Ano06a]. **Treatise** [Bab37a, Bab38a, Car69, LaC16, BB36, CK89t, Joh95, Bab34g, Bab35d, Bab67a, Bab09]. **treatises** [Bro66]. **Tree** [Ano04, Ano05, SW83, DG87]. **Trees** [LCS91, Ano85b]. **Trenches** [Gre86, Bie85a]. **TRI** [ACM96, ACM97, ACM91a, ACM93b, Ano93h, Ano95d, Ano96b, Ano97c]. **TRI-Ada** [ACM96, ACM93h, Ano95d, Ano96b, Ano97c, ACM91a, ACM93b]. **TRI-Ada’97** [ACM97]. **triangle** [LY79]. **Trigonometric** [GG90]. **trigonometrical** [Byr38]. **Triology** [MW80, MW72]. **Triumphs** [Ano00]. **true** [Wil75]. **Truncated** [DM87]. **Tscharmer** [Ano88a]. ** Tubes** [BCKS+83]. **Tune** [BLB96]. **Turing** [THWV88, Aga01, CBSW17, Her88, Swa13, Swa17]. **Turning** [Bab47b]. **Tuscany** [Bab43b]. **Tutorial** [CB94, Gil86, Whe97, Wic84b]. **Twelfth** [KCGO86]. **Two** [Bab29c, Bri84, GZ87, Lam03, CB09, Fis14, GTB91, BWV+88]. **two-step** [CB09]. **TX** [IEE86a, USE85a]. ** Type** [Bel91, Bel80, ISO98b]. ** typed** [BPS4, Mah78, TO98]. **types** [Ano87h, Fed84, GZ87, HT96, Hil94, HLRS80, ISO98b, NM91, Shu89b, vv84]. **Tyson** [ACM94b].
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